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The spotlight for this newsletter is on Foundation Class
This term, in Foundation Class, we?ve been following our interests and have been learning about
Space. We blasted off the topic by welcoming Chris Howe from the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
who brought with him a (somewhat challenging) huge jigsaw puzzle, some polystyrene foam spheres
which we embellished to make our own planets and materials to make paper rockets which we
decorated. I?m not sure who was the most excited as we walked round to the field and launched the
rockets some 30 metres into the air. The day for the launch was windy so the rockets not only took
off vertically but some flew further across the field making their retrieval an adventure in its own right.
In foundation we are becoming independent learners so aim to complete a number of rainbow
challenges each week. We have been using the book Aliens Love Underpants! by Claire Freedman and
Ben Cort to inspire our writing for our blue challenge and have written about our pants, for example:
one child has ?pink bloomers?and another ?green striped pants?. For our orange challenge, we have
been learning about patterns and displaying this by decorating a pair of pants coloured in a two part
pattern. This week, our lime challenge is to peg washing out in a speed challenge against a timer to
see who can peg things out the most quickly. Interestingly both Mrs Khimji and Mrs Talbot achieved
29 seconds so the children are going to have to hone their fine motor skills in order to beat those
scores. We are also looking at shapes and using Joan Miro as an inspiration to design our own planet
and aliens in his style.
We have been enjoying the finer weather by exploring the wildlife area and sound garden. Golden
time was a collection of the most harmonious music with some smashing Neptunes. We also
welcome some Earth creatures in the form of caterpillars and later this week tadpoles to watch and
observe them as they grow.
As you can see, our learning so far this term has already been out of this world but I?d really have liked
to include a space pun but I need a little longer to planet. Anyway, we?d like to share some of the
jokes we?ve found amusing already. We hope you enjoy them.
Thanks, FC.

Q: Wh at is a spacem an?s f avou r it e ch ocolat e?
A: A m ar s bar !

Foundation Class Photos
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SCHOOL NEWS
School Float for the Feast
Given the 100 years after the end of the first world war, I have
decided that this year 's float is going to be on a theme of
remembrance. Each year we mark the 11th November and
reflect on the sacrifice that others have made.
My ideas was to recreate the Tower of London Poppies
exhibition, at least in part.

The trailer will be turned into a field of poppies with flowers cascading over the trailer. Children will
be asked to dress in red and black colours relating to poppies.
To achieve this, I will need some cargo netting (and a lot of help!).
If you are able to provide either of those please do let me know.

Flowers for Foundation Class
Foundation Class would still like any flowers which are past their best to be sent into school as
they want to dry them and include them in their mud play kitchen - thank you

After half term, FC will be focusing on 'heroes in the community. If there is anyone or a contact
who might be willing to come and talk with the children, like a dentist, paramedic... please
could you pass any details on to Mrs Martin - thank you.

Lunch menu
OCC are currently working on a new menu and this will be issued to us as soon as possible. In
the meantime, we have been asked to use the menu from last term again. So, we are currently
on week 2 of that menu. As soon as the new menu is with us, we will email that out to parents.

CELEBRATIONS
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Harwell Feast

Har well Feast ? Harwell Feast is on M onday 28 M ay and this year is being joined by the
Knights of the British Plate Armour Society and Companions of the Crows. They will take part in the
11am Parade, invite you to their Living History camp and perform battles in the main arena.

Come to our Parade, crafts, car boot sale, and an arena with entertainment for all the family.
Par ade star ts at 11:00am, and the enter tainment continues all after noon.

In addition, on Sunday 27 M ay 2-5pm, the Knights will be putting on another living history display
free of charge. Come and learn about life in the 15th Century and the arms and armour of a Medieval
Knight. There will also be some medieval combat displays during the afternoon.

To find out more visit https://har wellfeast.com/
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